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one day to do. But neither was it altogether selfish on
my part, because I was putting myself to inconvenience
in incurring the expense of several years at once, and
certainly would not have done so, but to serve mine hon-
est neighbors, who were likely to want work but for such
exertion. From my observation, I am inclined greatly
to doubt the salutary effect of the scheme generally
adopted in Edinburgh and elsewhere for relieving the
poor. At Edinburgh, they are employed on public
works at so much a day — tenpence, I believe, or one
shilling, with an advance to those who have families.
This rate is fixed below that of ordinary wages, in order
that no person may be employed but those who really
cannot find work elsewhere. But it is attended with this
bad effect, that the people regard it partly as charity,
which is humiliating — and partly as an imposition, in
taking their labor below its usual salable value; to
which many add a third view of the subject — namely,
that this sort of half-pay is not given them for the pur-
pose of working, but to prevent their rising in rebellion.
None of these misconceptions are favorable to hard labor,
and the consequence is, that I never have seen such a set
of idle faineants as those employed on this system in the
public works, and I am sure that, notwithstanding the
very laudable intention of those who subscribed to form
the fund, and the yet more praiseworthy, because more
difficult, exertions of those who superintend it, the issue
of the scheme will occasion full as much mischief as good
to the people engaged in it. Private gentlemen, acting
on something like a similar system, may make it answer
better, because they have not the lazy dross of a metro-
polis to contend with — because they have fewer hands to
manage — and, above all, because an individual always
manages his own concerns better than those of the coun-
try can be managed. Yet all who have employed those
who were distressed for want of work at under wages,
have had, less or more, similar complaints to make. I

